To The Honorable _________________________

In 1983 the Most Prominent Executive with Volkswagen of America, Inc at the former plant located in
New Stanton, Pennsylvania, William B. Brock, was murdered. His death was inexplicably ruled a suicide
by The Washington County Pennsylvania Police Department and other authorities despite a
preponderance of obvious evidence to the contrary. The day Mr. Brock was murdered was coincidently
the day that he had joined a $70 Million Dollar Class Action Discrimination Lawsuit against the
automaker wherein Mr. Brock possessed the bulk of the damaging information. Most importantly, the
lawsuit against the automaker expired upon Mr. Brock's demise.
He had been recruited by Volkswagen specifically as The Equal Opportunity Coordinator. He was
responsible for a 10% minority representation of the workforce bringing to a screeching halt public
outcries and demonstrations against VW by the press, the black community and government agencies.
Numerous media reports, including the New York Times, reported that Mr. Brock had committed
"suicide,” however, all reports failed to mention the FACT that Mr. Brock was LEFT HANDED, shot in the
BACK of the RIGHT SIDE of his HEAD with a 38 Pistol with an 8' inch barrel or that bullet ENTERED just
above his RIGHT ear in the BACK of his HEAD, a shot physically impossible to make alone. The alleged
suicide note found near Mr. Brock's body, was expertly analyzed and found to be forged; although every
media outlet refused to report these facts.
Nationally known and renowned pathologist Dr. Cyril Wecht was informed of the details surrounding
this case, including such facts as no coroner's inquest had ever been completed; Dr. Wecht expressed his
disbelief and suspected a cover-up. Evidence in this case strongly indicated that Mr. Brock was
murdered and great efforts had been taken to cover it up. For further details please visit:
www.JusticeforWilliamBBrock.com REMEMBER: EVERY BLUE WORD on the WEBSITE is a HYPERLINK.
We are seeking to restore Mr. Brock's name. He was an admirable, productive member of society
and was a man who made huge contributions to the position he was recruited to perform.
We are asking you to lift your voice on behalf of William B. Brock to encourage The U.S. Department
of Justice to assign someone to investigate this case and expose those who are truly responsible for his
murder and cover-up.
Thank you
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